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1: Star Trek Episode Preview: Errand of Mercy
"Errand of Mercy" is the twenty-sixth episode of the first season of the American science fiction television series Star
Trek. Written by Gene L. Coon and directed by John Newland, it was first broadcast on March 23,

Edit Relations between the United Federation of Planets and the Klingon Empire have reached the breaking
point, and recent negotiations have collapsed. The starship Enterprise has been sent to the world of Organia, a
non-aligned planet near the Klingon border, to prevent the Klingons from annexing it. As the Enterprise
approaches Organia, Spock briefs Kirk, calling it a primitive society. Without warning, the Enterprise is
attacked by a Klingon vessel, which is quickly destroyed when the Enterprise returns fire. Upon arrival at the
planet, Kirk leaves his helmsman, Lieutenant Sulu, in command of the ship with instructions to withdraw if a
Klingon fleet arrives. Kirk and Spock then beam down to the planet surface and find themselves in a primitive
town, with ruins in the distance. Kirk tells the Organian council what the Klingons will do if they capture the
planet, but the Organians are unconcerned. Instead, the Organian leader says that the Enterprise and her crew
are the only ones in danger. A Klingon fleet appears, firing on the Enterprise. Kirk orders Sulu to withdraw,
which strands Kirk and Spock on the planet. The Organians disguise Kirk as one of them and have Spock pose
as a Vulcan merchant of trillium. The Klingons seize control of the planet without resistance and install the
ranking Klingon officer, Kor, as the military governor. Spock is taken for questioning to verify his background
as a trader but resists the "mind sifter" device that the Klingons use. The Organians do nothing to resist the
occupation. Kirk and Spock start guerrilla operations of their own by blowing up a munitions dump outside
town. The Organians in the council strongly object to the action, while Kirk protests their lack of action. When
the Klingons threaten to torture them as suspected insurgents, the Organians reveal the true identities of Kirk
and Spock and allow them to be arrested. After that, if Kirk still refuses, he will undergo the mind scanning
technique, leaving him a vegetable. Also, Spock will be dissected to determine how he was able to resist the
mind probe. With six hours before the deadline, the Organians free the pair and hide them in the council
chamber. As Federation and Klingon fleets converge on the system, Kirk and Spock raid the Klingon
headquarters in hopes of rousing the population into resistance. They capture Kor and prepare to make a last
stand, while the fleets are ready to clash. The Organians then reveal their true nature: They are not primitive
humanoids, but are highly advanced incorporeal beings. They instantly incapacitate both sides, forcing the two
sides to agree to the Organian Peace Treaty. Both sides protest, but the Organians predict the rivals will get
along far better in the future. It would have been glorious! Spock tells Kirk that he and himself have no reason
to be embarrassed; it took millions of years for the Organians to evolve into what they are now. Spock points
out that even the gods did not come into being overnight. Spock also says that at least they beat the odds in not
dying on the planet.
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2: Star Trek - Season 1, Episode Errand of Mercy - www.enganchecubano.com
Directed by John Newland. With William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, John Abbott, John Colicos. With a war with Klingons
raging, Kirk and Spock attempt to resist an occupation of a planet with incomprehensibly placid natives.

Episode 3 Kirk loses his memory and begins a life in a native village. Miranda Jones, a telepath who studied
mental disciplines on Vulcan, arrives with Ambassador Kolos, a Medusan - an alien life form whose physical
form is so hideous, humanoid life forms are driven insane if they look upon him. Episode 6 Spectre of the Gun
When coming to a xenophobic isolationist planet, Captain Kirk and his landing party are punished for
trespassing. They are sentenced to death in a surreal recreation of the Gunfight at the OK Corral with the
landing on the losing side. Episode 7 Day of the Dove When the Enterprise brings aboard Klingon prisoners,
an alien entity pits both sides against each other in an ever-escalating struggle. Enterprise encounters the
asteroid Yonada which is determined to be artificially propelled. Episode 9 Kirk is trapped in interphase, while
the Enterprise is trapped by a powerful energy web. Episode 10 Platonians use psychokinetic power to toy
with the crew. Episode 11 Hyper-accelerated aliens, invisible to the naked eye, take over the Enterprise.
Episode 12 The Empath On a planet doomed to destruction, Kirk, Spock and McCoy become involved with
two aliens who use them as laboratory animals in a bizarre series of tests on an alien empath who may be the
savior of her planet. Episode 13 Elaan of Troyius The Enterprise must escort an alien princess to her marriage
to seal an interplanetary alliance Episode 14 Whom Gods Destroy Kirk and Spock deliver medicine to an
insane asylum where a former Starfleet captain is being held, only to discover that he has freed the inmates
and is running the place. Episode 15 Let That Be Your Last Battlefield The Enterprise finds itself host to two
alien beings from the same planet, who share an intense and self-destructive hatred of each other. Episode 16
The Mark of Gideon Kirk beams down on a diplomatic mission Episode 17 That Which Survives Kirk,
McCoy, and Sulu are stranded on a barren planet where a mysterious woman attempts to kill them one at a
time, while the Enterprise must travel halfway across the galaxy to rescue them. Episode 18 The Lights of
Zetar The Enterprise must deal with discorporeal cloud-like aliens who have already destroyed the inhabitants
of a library planet and plan to eliminate the Enterprise crew if they cannot acquire a human host. Episode 19
Requiem for Methuselah While seeking a cure for a fever ravaging the Enterprise, Kirk and Spock encounter
Flint, a hermit-like Earthman, and his beautiful young ward. Episode 20 The Enterprise picks up a group of
space "hippies" looking for Eden. Episode 21 The Cloud Minders To acquire the resources to cure a space
plague, Kirk must resolve a mining dispute between the cultural elites of the cloud city of Stratos and the
miners on the surface. Episode 23 All Our Yesterdays Kirk, Spock and McCoy enter a time portal and get
stuck in the past on a planet about to be consumed by a nova. You May Also Like.
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3: John Colicos - IMDb
The remastered version of "Errand of Mercy" aired in many North American markets during the weekend of 12 May The
episode was heavy in new effects, with unique CG shots of Organia from orbit, replacing the stock footage used to
represent other planets including Alfa , M, and Gothos.

My screens are up. Mister Sulu, follow your orders. Get out of here. Return if the odds are more equal. That is
correct, Captain. There is no danger. Ayelborne, eight space vehicles have assumed orbit around our planet.
They are activating their material transmission units. Can you verify that? Negative, Captain, but it seems a
logical development. Captain, since it is too late for you to escape, perhaps we should do something about
protecting you. We must be sure you are not harmed. Ayelborne, several hundred men have appeared near the
citadel. They bring many weapons. How does he know that? Oh, our friend Trefayne is really quite intuitive.
You can rest assured that what he says is absolutely correct. So it would seem. Not a very pleasant prospect.
You have a gift for understatement, Mister Spock. Mister Spock and I are trapped on the planet Organia,
which is in the process of being occupied by the forces of the Klingon Empire. The Organians have provided
us with native clothing in the hopes we may be taken for Organians. Captain, our phasers are gone. Did you
take them? I must ask you to return them. I cannot do that. Were you armed, you might be tempted to use
violence, and that we cannot permit. You, Captain, will pass as an Organian, and Mister Spock. Mister Spock
presents a problem. A Vulcan trader, perhaps. A dealer in kevas and trillium. Harmless to the Klingons. They
know that Vulcan is a member of the Federation. Vulcan merchants are not uncommon, Captain. It is a
practical approach. What about the rest of you? We shall continue as before. We have nothing to fear. You
have a lot to learn, sir. The doors open on their own, and two Klingons march in, followed by their leader.
This is the ruling council? I am Ayelborne, temporary head of the council. I bid you welcome. No doubt you
do. I am Kor, military governor of Organia. He is Baroner, one of our leading citizens. And he has no tongue?
I have a tongue. You will be taught how to use it. Where is your smile? The stupid, idiotic smile everyone else
seems to be wearing. Do you also have a tongue? I am Spock, a dealer in kevas and trillium. You do not look
like a storekeeper. Vulcans are members of the Federation. He may be a spy. Well, have we a ram among the
sheep? Do you object to us taking him? Coming from an Organian, yours is practically an act of rebellion.
However, it makes no difference whether you welcome me or not. I am here and will stay. You are now
subjects of the Klingon Empire. They will be posted. Violation of the smallest of them will be punished by
death. We shall obey your regulations, Commander. You need my approval? I need your obedience. Will I
have it? You seem to be in command. I shall need a representative from among you. Liaison between the
forces of the occupation and the civil population. Have I asked whether or not you want it? We Klingons have
a reputation for ruthlessness. You will find that it is deserved. Should one Klingon soldier be killed, a
thousand Organians will die. I will have order. Commander, I assure you our people want nothing but peace.
We shall cause you no trouble. Take the Vulcan to the examination room. I will familiarise you with your new
duties. He is my friend. You have a poor choice of friends. He will be examined. If he is lying, he will die. If
he is telling the truth, he will find that business has taken a turn for the worse. You do not like to be pushed.
You may be a man I can deal with, Baroner. From this day on, no public assemblages of more than three
people. All publications to be cleared through this office. Neighbourhood controls will be established,
hostages selected. A somewhat lengthy list of crimes against the state. Kor hands the proclamation to Kirk,
who puts it down on the desk. You do not like them? Spock is brought in. He is what he claims to be,
Commander, a Vulcanian merchant named Spock. His main concern seems to be how he would carry out his
business under our occupation. A certain amount of apprehension regarding us. The mind is remarkably
disciplined. I used force four, which is sufficient to break down any pretence.
4: [TOS] Jammer's Review: "Errand of Mercy"
laylegriff@www.enganchecubano.com We make every effort to be available when you need us - evenings, weekends,
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and holidays included.

5: Errand of Mercy: Home
Examples from literature. And when the guard hurried away on what he supposed was an errand of mercy, the two
rascals slipped away. Dressed in clerical garb, the peasants who passed probably regarded him as a monk on some
errand of mercy.

6: Errand of Mercy | Memory Beta, non-canon Star Trek Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Ayelborne, Claymare, and Trefayne return in the TOS comics: "Deadly Allies", "Errand of War", "Deadly Allies".
Background Edit The first Klingon attack on the Enterprise was originally conducted by an unseen Klingon ship, the
remastered edition of the episode adds a D7 class vessel as the opponent.

7: Errand of Mercy - Wikipedia
Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And best of all it's ad
free, so sign up now and start using at home or in the classroom.

8: "Star Trek" Errand of Mercy (TV Episode ) - IMDb
[Bridge] SPOCK: Captain, we've reached the designated position for scanning the coded directive tape. KIRK: Good.
(puts it into a decoder) We both guessed right.

9: The Star Trek Transcripts - Errand of Mercy
Kirk and Spock beam down to the surface of planet Organia to negotiate for the erection of a Federation base on that
planet. Hostilities between the nearby Klingon Empire and Federation have reached alarming heights and it is feared
that the medieval culture of the Organians will not be able to.
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